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fY	 DISK_TO DISK TRANSFERS
The Univac side of disk -to-disk operations in the form of Adage
supplied AGSCRD and AGSELT Leave a great deal to be desired from
the viewpoints of efficiency, stability, size, ease of use, ease
of understanding and generality.
Two new Univac computer programs, UTA and ATU do much towards
meeting these criteria. UTA transfers lines of data from the
Univac computer to the Adage computer. ATU transfers lines of
data from the Adage to the Univac.
. M The absolute (executable) versions of these computer codes arefound in file EX42-N00002*UR. UTA is invoked as a processor and
ATU is invoked as an executable -(XQT) program.
Usage
In both cases after the program is invoked on the Univac side,
the escape (ESC) key is hit and the Adage ,returns to the AMRMX
monitor in the `ordinary 'Adage mode. At this time, either AGSCRD
or AGSELT is invoked on the Adage (for UTA and ATU respectively).
Use of the Univac to Adage (UTA) Routine
a
The rewrite of the !.Univac routine AGSCRD was carefully designed
to overcome major shortcomings. It is no longer necessary to
modify the element being sent, nor is it necessary to type more
than one Exec 8 command card.. In addition, the new version will
transmit images up to a length of 132 characters. Core require-
"	 meats are approximately 25% of the earlier version.
To use the routine type
@UR.UTA	 Your-File.Your-Element
when the message "USER DATA MESSAGE PENDING" begins to flash on
the lower left of the screen, press the escape (ESC) key. This
causes the AGT to cease functioning as a'terminal and returns
control to the A:MOS 2 monitor.
P	 i°	 Type "AGSCRD." The Adage will then request the pack/volume (ppvv)
where to place the element.as
 it comes across When the trans-
i
	
	 fer is complete and the Adage disk is _closed out, the screen will
go blank. At this time, type SYM11 to return to demand mode. An
example of the use of UTA is shown in figure 2. Note that by
_default, the element being sent will be displayed on the Adage
screen. Transfer time may be reduced by 60% by suppressing the
t 2r:
.!~ print.	 Print suppression is accomplished by the "N" option
invoked as follows:
@UR.UTA,N	 Your-File.Your-Element	 _-	 --
To transmit from the Univac to-the Adage, an element which is s
more than 72 columns wide, then UTA should be involved with the
"T"	 (two pass)	 option, i.e.,
@UR.UTA,T	 ur-file.ur-elem.
For an example, see figure 1-B.'
Use of the adage to Univac (ATU) Routine
The new Adage to Univac (ATU) routine has the capability of writ-
ing the image received from the Adage directly into an Univac
program file as an element.	 Hence, no_@ELT calls are necessary,
and as tabbing is completed, no calls to the Editor are required.




{ When the message "USER DATA MESSAGE PENDING"_ begins to flash in
the lower left of the screen, press the escape (ESC) key." 	 This
causes the AGT to return control to the AMOS monitor."
- Type "AGSELT."	 The user should then answer the prompting questions
and _Adage file will be transferred over to the 1110 to become an
Univac element of a program file.








@XQT UR.ATU @UR.UTA	 urfile.elem
ESC UNIVAC_ ESC
AGSELT DISK AGSCRD
ENTER DESIRED 1100 FILE NAME ( ENTER DESIRED PACK/VOL NO ( 	 PPV) ...
C/R FOR TPS$)	 ...
t FILE NAZ2 110
**ENTER C/R TO CONTINUE ANYTHING ELSE_ PROGRAM WILL APPEAR HERE
TO EXIT...ENTER DESIRED PACK/VOLUME'
NO	 (	 PVV) ., . . Screen Goes Blank
la 110 SYMll
ATU UTA
ENTER STARTING FILE NUMBER...
6
' ENTER ENDING FILE NUMBER...
I 14 i
**ENTER 'C/R TO CONTINUE ANYTHING ELSE
TO EXIT..'.ENTER DESIRED PACK/VOLU
NO
	 (	 FVV) ...
A ADAGE
Screen Goes Blank DISK
SYM11
FIGURE 1-A FIGURE 1-B
FIGURE 1 DISK-DISK COMMUNICATIONS,
11 ^





''*DESTROY USER ID/ ?AS SVORD ENTRY 	 4
'*UNIVAC	 11,070 OPERATII4G SYSTEM	 VER.	 31.244.2118` (RSI)*
@RUN W.C11:j_3039D-I0o$-C,EX42-N00002 a
•DATE:	 062576	 TIME:	 145540
. LIED; I UTA-EXAMPLE
CASE UPPER ASSUMED
.:D '14.02-r76/2S-14156-C,0) 	 .






CUR- UTA., N TPFS • UTA-EXA4?LE
*ESCAPE FROM Ur3I VAC; 1 10 '0 DEMAND OPERAT IONk
q	
AGSCRD
STAN ON LINE CARD ` TO D I SK PRO G;iAM
ENTER DESIRED PACK/VOL N0`.	 (PVV)- ...
1110
i .	 7 *OUTPUT	 ' KR2'	 IN VOLUME 110
r	 FILE NO'•	 =t ; 16
E	 .	 SYli 11,
*SYI11 1	 ( VERS ION	 1,	 REV D..
	
SEPT	 16	 1975)-*
1	 '	 *START` OF UNIVAC	 1'100 DEMAND O`P%RAT10lJ




0a XQT UR. ATU -
*E SCAPE FROM UNIVAC 11-0 D%^iAiJD 3?E 4T IJ J-
AGSELT	 -
`~	 **START ON LINE ATEXT TOEL MENT FILE ?RC G2,A[.*




7'**ENTER C/R TO CONTIt^iUE, AvYT:iltiC :LSE T .0 EXIT
E,.JTE: DE SIRED PACK/ VOLU ic, NO. (?VV) ..
ENTER STARTI JG FILL ^1UNE E ll ...
16
ENTER ENDING ''FIL;3. WU;13ER .. .
16
**ZNT ER C/'l TO CONTINUE, A'YTHI JG ":La's TJ	 CI,'1
DONE
S Y111  1
*SYNII
	 CVERSIO1 1_, rZEV D,_ SE?T 16, 1975)




ELT UTA- E AM?LZ(.,9 )
'	 SYM UTA-.EXAI .IPL( 0 )
@ F I N
RUNID: WC1 10	 ACCT: 3039U-1 r..,_.., 
	
?' -E""'	 :r 2 -13',``r+<'2
TI1-1E	 TOTAL: _00:0,0:00.672
	 CHP,: G'Z: 1 0: 5l: 17.343
ti	 CAU:	 00:070:03.+157	 I/J :	 0 Zi :00. 717
CC/'ER: 00:00:07.945
	 ;,y1 T:	 33:'32:59. 17u
SzC:	 PS -- 6876	 5 -- 1;3^,35
START:	 14:55:40 JUN 25 1976
	 FI -I	 15::31 : 5S J.JJ ?rz, 1 Z_;
t	 *TER.:,IINAL INACTIVE*C 9 TLR)Vl






THIS I A A COMMUNICATION PROGR AM TO ::END
ELEMENT'_ OF E XEC 8 PROGRAM FILES OVER TO AD813E
i VIP IOG$.	 IT I'_ DE1IGNED TO BE XQT"b AS M 'PROCE_ 30 F1	 .
. WITH THE FILE AND ELEMENT TO RE - ENT _RS -'3PEC 1 OF THE
O NL Y O N E
'• FOR 
E
ACH TIME 	 I •^ 	 t ^ 
	
i
 ^r OK ED .	 THE AD A^_	 EENAME
TRA NSMI TTE
D I.'  	 THEr FIRST
10 CHARACTERS: OF THE ELEMENT NAME.
AUTHOR - WALTER N C OLQU I TT
DATE - FALL 1,8,E
CONTRACTOR - SIGMA  CORP
- LOCATION - NFISS -JOHN ON SPAC E
 
i_ ENTEF., : 'HO! ^;^TON•
	TE, Fi--
EXAMPLE	 -
'- TO SEND ELEMENT '''UTA/S'—i'M,' OF _FILE ''DBINIT2,*
44
I







. 'NOTE ARE REALLY BITS 18 AND 17 NOT 15 AND 1 4 AS STATED HERE
_TART ME : _7-.F _,E
^I
;85	 `,a	 151 ^.	 i
.! HEAVER
j.......... .................•.............
0	 TYPE	 WORD LENGTH
........
0	 TITLEI
r	 .y 0,	 TITLES
.'
.................	 :.....	 ....	 .
'	 i	 FEV'AN11_ ','EP•.:=
	 .;	 DATE	 .'











(2) DRTR MES RGE i
29	 1514
•	 • f. • • . • .. • • • • . . • • • • • ^•. '.•'- • • • 	 • • . r • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • -•
HERDER	 i _	 TYPE	 It.10PD LENGTH
t.	 CRRD TMRGE m
s
TYPE _ i






•.......	 ....I.	 .......•...	 ......	 .•...
HERDER	 i)	 TYPE	 WORD LENGTH
-
....:;.	
..	 '...	 ...	 . .	 ....	 .. .	 .	 .	 .	 .-.	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 :. ..	 . .	 .	 .	 ...	 .	 .	 ...	 . .	 ..-
.	 Il	 r'	
..	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 •	 .	 .	 .	 •	 r.
• • • a • . . • . • . ..• • • • . • . • . . . • • . • • . '• . • • • • • • • • . • • . -
TYPE = E	 FOR EOFy	
TYPE = 3	 FOR EOF RNL STOP
s .
(4) ERROR 'STOP ME.= ----A E
a	 35	 9	 1514ii
HERDER	 0"	 TYPE	 •	 WORD LENGTH
............................._..............
. .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
•..-.. _.-: 	



















RES (55*- (MR; ' ENTI*45)
	
..'4+1
I Mh RES IMRGELENGTH,
BLAh^^:,  ♦ :•
M.S. h 1 :" ERROR WHILE READING UN IVRC ELEMENT—CLOSING OUT
M:	 l`	 ! FORMA T ERROR IN MESSAGE FROM ADMhE°
MSF-13 -ERROR MADE ON ADAGE




LM.J Xll.,BEhIMi ER.	 ! EX I T'
ER EP..R:	 —
M — l)




LMJ	 j :•;11, INITh
' LA R09 PLAN K
LR Rte, (- 07777)
MLII 80,PRRTBL+
LA AI), PRRTBL+:=; 	 a
DS A O-, INBUF
LMj .k:i i ..1_*PiV:ETA
+ E, INBUF
j + O•HEADER+i
LR^ : 6 A17,-:PARTBL+1
AA+ 1 AI:I9PhiRTBL+1
AR; _: AI), PART FL+1
_iOR R097AIL
Ri ;., HEADER+_
LM J X 1.;1, SENDG
+ 4•HERDEP
10
THI:_ _ECTION I	 MAIM LOOP OUTER IS FOR EACH PRGE (54 LINE )
5ET A L I NE, CO ANT NON — BLANK WORD _: • i_ ONVERT I T • AND PLACE IN BUFF
ER.
NXTPPG LX,U X100 IOGBUF+1
LA,U A6,5









LR • U R i , I MAGELENGTH
LXI g XU Pn•-1









LP U P09 MAXSEND
SP H 1 A o. s+:
^. , H2 x 1 o, $+:?
LM.J X I I R _ NV8 TA
Ot ITRCW + 0, I Mir
+ 090
PXvHI ;xIO,$—i 5
.Jib Ar. MOPE s
Hh:TUALL'r` `":END THE PAGE ','IP IO^^'
EMDPG LA A4•END
P09 ,;'; 1 1:1 a
PNX-,U X10- IOGBUF-1
.X HI X107$ +3
Ham_ :;10, I OGBUF
LM.J X i 1 ^ :ENDr,







TH Is I s ' THEHANDLING OF THE AND PASS





' LA, U Aga, UO2HLF
` SP* H2 _ Hsi. RGTHLF+1
LAPU A1),FCTI








D02HLF RNR U A 0 9 MA..**-.EMU
,y	 a
•JM Rig, ALLBLK:=:
_ Jz AO, ALLELK :
-'
AA A 0!, 2
x Lft• YJ A -1, I MG
}





•_A R$ • p^ ^TAClA1
•J +F ^,THLF
ALLBLk:S LA, U R o l
-
LA, t i Al + BLRNK







. , CLOS E OUT SECTION —





f :_:END LR T PRRT I RL PRGE




HE X i 0, I OGBUF -'
LM.J x;11• S ENDG
+ 0.IOi-3BUF
SEND CLOSE OUT MES'_ RGE
x SNDEOF	 LMJ X119SENDG
+ 2•ENDEOF
CHECK TO SEE I F ANY ERROR.. RETURNS FROM 'ADRGE
LMJ X 1 ^ . REC'; G
+ INBUFt LAt H1
LR P0.- -;PF 2 	 -MS6P
TEiU R	 at
ER PRINTS





.:LOSE IF PROCESSOR RND 60 HOME









THIS ,IS .A" COMPLETE R.EWP..ITE OF RG ELT -
THE PURPOSE OF THE RE41RITE IS TO RVOID BOTH ELT AND ED CALLS
AFTER XM I .`'S I ON OF AN ELEMENT i FROM 'ADAGE TO UN I VAS_
eONTRPCTOR: SIGMA CORP.
=
AUTHOR: WALTER N COLT. UITTY D- RTE-:--=EARLY WINTER 1975
TO EXECUTE THIS PROGRAM
JUST' TYPE 9XQT FN. ATU
THEN HIT ESC ON THE ADAGE RND DO. REGULAR THING WITH A ►ati ELT
ON THE ADRGE 'SIDE 
r MESSAGE FORMAT FROM ADAGE
-
NOTE THAT THESE ARE DIVIDED - ON
 BIT 18 ` AND 17- NOT 1-5.14 SO COMPATA-R'LE
1	 FILE NAME MESSAGE
	
-
5	 ^^35	 29	 1514	 ii




is	 FILE NAME . i
n
.^. ...r . ..• .. • • •:.•' • ... sea '.... • 00..00. . .. . . .'..• „
0	 FILE NAME E
k . ........	 ...............:.........:....
TYPE = is
. CE? TITLE MESSAGE










... r . • .. . ... . . n . .. . ... ..a




f .'	 0	 . 'TYPE y	VER.	 REV n `	 DATE
TYPE = 0
14





35 '	 29	 1514	 0
•
..Al . . . . • .f.; • . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . ,.





0	 77	 . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . ?	 .	 00	 .	 .	 .	 .	 it
TYPE 01








..... ........... a ....... ............. .....
TYPE -= 02 FOR EOF
' TYPE _ 03 FOR -EOF AND STOP
(5) ERROR -STOP MESSAGE
5	 29	 1514	 D
•




........ . ...... . . .... ..... ...... ..........-.,
0	 it ^l	 _ .	 .	 .	 .	 .	
.	 .	










• .. r . . . . . • . . . . . . . . u . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
(2) Mac k` WORD
,-5 29
X11
PF	 FORM - 12,6f  1
IMRGEs IZE EhU ^E
S i I	 RXR
x.
04005♦ 	 PR0c ^7
LR-.1U ai •.
E FET^_H.a1 0" TO SPACE	 k
JNZ R
Ltd • i_I R O . X 40
EX	 ! :TORE• Hi




LM._I ,x;11• INITG INITIALIZE I13GS
LMJ X 1 i r 'S ENDG,
I . RBUF
RCVNAM	 LMJ Xl I P RECVG REt_EI'%-E FILE NAME
+ CNTRL
r	 LA A O C NTRL FETCH HERDER	 1TE R 00RM4DR






La• It A1:3, 1
L^J•_t X 14 • CNVRT.3
.





OOVLb DS P 0 
Lr^ A 0 v ( 4 . f=, ►,)
EP. ►_ :SF:
JN Ff l) r E R P A ' -1 ►;	 fL an, (54 r t-
ER CL F'£
._IN rl r.►
 • ERR! !:=:E
SDAKWD	 LMJ X 1 1 • '_ END ►
+ l , a ►_ Kt.k►D






LPI J :x,11 a ►_ NVRTS
+	 I 2 • ►_ NTR.L+1
t PFIPKT+E




DL A ►1. PFIPKT+2
DS RO.PFIPk;T+2
r Ltd Al , DRTE
s
LSSL F41, 21


















' R^ VPCD LMJ X 11 P REC^'^ G RECEIVE	 RECORD DPTR' l
+ RBUF .
Ltd • H 1 RO., RBUF FETCH ME` SNGE HERDER
J NEXT IF NOT DRTR ME3SPGE
k LR a HE R4P RBUF FETCH WORD COUNT
RNR• a 84. 1
THE-U R4• 1
x J RCVRCD
i L RS, RBUF+1





LX I	 t , h	 • t^
LR U R2, PBUF
L	 I • U t ►? .1
LR,U R1, rMA E:3IZE
BT R .•+Al
LP POPFTLINE+1
t `_ R 1 L "CLERK TRR FLRG
' ^P Pty•	 +E A




LMJ X 117 PlJTC RD
+ PBUF
DL R4 • SR
TNErU P49 1
J RC +RCD
NEXT LR RO RRUF















LMJ X 11 • ►_ LO•SEi
LA ROP ;:3P FREN?
,. ER i_ SF
ER EXITS
ERR1 THE ROPERRHD ►',
i AGSERF..' ERRE P$R I NT (PF E .:}, M _ ►;1,
SDNak LMJ X11!SENDG	
.:
+ I % NAkadD




I. ERRttSG PSRINT PF 2.2 M'-:ZG,2)
: I1NRK	 ..
ERRS ISE PSR I NT ^'PF 2, S. MS G.3)
j SDNAk;
'MS ► 1 `+MESSHGE FORMAT ERROR
MSG ' OCAN' ^' T ASG • A "
MSG `+GAN•" ''T USE $WRITE'
MSG4 "#ADAM E ERROR •''
USE + "FUSE	 ^..
+ WRITE.v ..
RE'ti










BE RNK + 00505050505115
+ 005050505iI505
CTLHDP + 0,4
` ". PHDt', + 0777770 00 02 
Nh7MHDR :
i	 EOFHDR + 2.E
.3,tPHDR + 3
PBLIF R,E S 27
PCKJAID 0.
FETCH LP.: E P RCNTRL+1
	 FETCH E., INSTRUCTION
LH.'_::3 Hit. C NTRL+1
LPP `_ 4 PO F CNTRL+1
LP•_5 A6,i_NTRL+1
L A S, 6 ALh t_:NTRL+1
L14 2 Ri_t,t_NTPL+
LR,.:_, HU.v t_rlIRL+
_LR • S4 R O+ t_ NTRL+
LR• •_5 RO., NTRL+
LP, ter; Rt7• t :NTF•.L+;_
`TORE SP, S2 P0., NTRL+1	 =:TORE EX INSTRUCTION
3R• 1:3 RCt• ► :NTRL+1
kP.	 4 RO.,	 NTRL+i	 -	 !
H, S5 FiOF CNTRL+1
-	 NTPL+1
1H•,.3 Rtt•l=:NTPL+
^H+ _:4 P0, t_:NTPL+
^H• S5 POP CNTRL+;
..:6 H0PCNTFL+E





CHARS - CHARS is to meet the needs of a user who must manipulate
characters. This is a series of six (6) routines - 3 pairs.
The first two pack and unpack AMOS characters; the second pair
pack and unpack ASCII character; and finally, the remaining two
translate from one character set to the other. The first four
routines are of the:-type "subroutines" while the latter two are
of the type "integer function,. All six require or produce
characters that are right justified and zero filled on the left.
USAGE - The calling sequences are symmetric, i.e., all are of
Ethe form
'	 I "NAME 
Call "NAME" (input array, size of input, output array) where
"NAME" is built as follows:
r
The first three characters of the name on PAK or UNP`for pack
or unpack respectively while the remaining three are ASC or AMS
for obviously, Ascii or Amos type characters. Size of input is
in units of words if unpacking, and in number of _characters 	 -;
(which equals number of words) if doing a pack.
C The two integer functions AMSTASC and ASCTAMS have one calling
argument - the character to be converted. The value of the
function is the translated character. Characters which are in
the Ascii character set but not in the Amos set are returned or
question marks.
The names are from the mnemonic phrase Amos to Ascii and Ascii
to Amos. Attached are listings. These routines are resident
on PPvry 201 of the four-people pack.
PROGRAMMING DESCRIPTION
All of the pairs (by function) of the routines work in similar
fashion. For the routines that do packing, a working word is
built up a character at a time. When full (four with Ascii,
five with Amos), the word is stored back into the users array
via the calling sequence and another working word is started.
This continues until the number of input characters is exhausted.
In the unpacking sequence, the working word is one word of the
r	 input from the calling sequence producing several output words,
each containing one character right justified and zero filled.
The translate programs both use the character's collating
sequence value as an index into ;a translate table, possibly
after an offset adjustment. Characters with no correspondence











DIMENSION IN(1) •OUT (1)
4: DIMENSION SHIFT f'4:'
5: DATA •_HIFT/ L :3• i6,8p 1.;:
6•	 DATR MSK/1 7B
OWDKT=NCHAFS/4k	
;3	 IF (ObJDKT. LE. O) ►=OTq 500
9	 DO 10 I=1.0(dDKT
10	 K=(I—I)+4
11	 I,JORK	 (IN (K+1) .AND. M K) .L. 2:
ice:	 14ORK=WORK. OR. '(IN (K+2 . AND.;MSK'1
 , L. lr, 
13:	 I.^IORk=WORK. OP. (IN (K+3) . AND. M'_K) .,L.
1 ^}	 I^IgRk =t^lORl :. O^ . ?:Ifii !:F: :+ ;►
 . hriD ri_:K a . L. 1
15:	 OUT (I) =b.1ORK
:`,	 16 10	 ►_ONTINUE
17; 5011 REM=h 1:HAP. -#
is:	 IF (REM. LE. 0) RETURN
19: 61ORK =0
20: IOFF=OWDKT+-#
21: DO 20 J=1•REM
22: K=SHIFT (LI)
23::	I.JORK=WORK . OR. ( (IN (I OFF+ _) . FIND. MSK) . L. k.::,.
24k 20	 CONTINUE






29	 SUBROUTINE UNPfik••C (I N • N(klD:_ . OUT)
:30::
	 IMPLICIT INTEGER '(R—Z)
"	 :31: 	 DIMEN:_ION IN(1) •OUT(1)4	 DO 10 I=1 +`N1xID _
:33
	 I=(I-1: +4
:34:	 I.oJORD=I N Q





OUT Q+` y =1:: 4ORD. AND. _,760000OP) . R. n_
37.*	 OUT i. _I+ 
_ WOPD. AND. ?7400P.':. R.,-3





` 43: '^SZkIFRDUT I NE UNPAM'_ t I N • NWD 1 r OUT?
44 : IMPLICIT INTEGER (A—Z)
45: DIMENSION I N (l) • OUT Q )
46: DO	 1 0 	I=1•N1,.1D_:
.^ 47: WORD= IN (I:)
48 J=(I—I)*5
49 OUT 0+1) =(: (IAIORD.
 R. 1) . AND. 37400011000B) . R. E
Sty : O'UT^_I+2?=((kIOPD.FiND.?70000i 0B).P.lEl 51 BOUT r _I+:;:y
 = QkI13R1). RND.' 131.)0. B) . R. 12
_ `'
.=i i	 I+ • :'^ — ^;!^IORD. AND.,• • r' 00R) .R. E+OUT <	 4'	 77
53 OUT 0+5) =WORD. AND 777




- 5, : SUBROUTINE
   F'AK:HM^^ :: I N NCHAR:_ t OUTS
59 : IMPLICIT  INTEGER (R—Z)
DIMENSION IN(I) gOUT(1)
611: DATA M`_ K,-'77B/ 
6 12:i DIMENSION ;:RIFT (5)	 36 1 3: DATA
	
•1H I FT•,`E4 • 1 s3 a 12.6 9 4.
	 3
614: WDK NT=NCHRRS/5	
—	 x65: IF0.lDKNT.LE.0) GOTp 500
" e; t's DO	 10	 I =1 • I,IDK:NT
67: J= (1-1) +5
68: WOPK-	 (IN ^:._I +1).AND.M: K;:y .L.E
-.
e' + = IdORK:=61OFK:.OR. ((IN (.J+2) . AND. M:_k::) . L. 18)
71 WORK. =WORK. OR. ( S =IN (J+3). AND. MSS). L. 12:
=	
71 : WORK *JOR . O R . (Q N f*..J+4) . FIND. MS-K)	 L. e:}
•_ 7`;. OUT Q) =WORK. OR. (IN (J+5) .'AND. M_K)
f 7:3: 10 CONTINUE
74: 1510110 CONTINUE
75: R'EM=Ni_ HA	 / 5 
76: " IMF -:'R'EM . LE. 0)
	 RETURN
77: WORK=0
,Ls: I OFF 6JDKr-AT+S
DO 20 , I = 1, REM
so:, K =S, HIFTf*.J
.WpRle *tI ORK:. OR . f. (I N (I OFF+•. ti	 MSK)	 ti•-	 _	 J:•	 . ANiry. •_f^::..L.'k::'
82: 20 CONTINUE






87: INTEGER FLIN TION AM ~ TA>_I_ f-I:1
as:, INTEGER XLFiTE 1;x.4;,'
89 DATA	 ,.:,'LRTE,'lK C. 1K%1 1 K . 1K! • 1k:$;	 1k::+	 1k::: • 1




90: 1	 IK'. 1k::'7. IK	 1K) . 1
	
Ll.	 .	 ^.	 -.b::	 .	 1 F•::1 .	 1 k::L 	 1 k:::=; .	 1 k::4 . 1 k::5. 1 k:: h . 1 k' ^' .
91: 2	 .1KSP 1K9 , ik::
	 . ik::=.1Kp • ih: -+ 1k::.. ik::,,'.lk::
	 . 1KA• 1k:R• iKImo:
92; 3	 R IKD+ IKE9 1KF• 1f <G	 IKH. IKI.1k;._I. lKKv lKL. 1k rlt	 IKPJ. IKO
'?'S: 4	 • 1KP, lK.P. P I .R ,, IKS p I :T• IKUq IKV ,.,1k::Ikl. IK:,.,. 1k:Y. IKZ.- IKS
94 5	 . 1K,#, IK*--'q I ". 1K?





I"NITEGER99: FIJt•I1: T I O.N	 hi ''_ I_ TAM'? r'. I
loo: INTEI=ER•. 	 ;LATE r:64
101: DATA '% LriT£ 
102: 1 4;'	 5:x•;6,.';7.,	
S;' '9'
104: }	 .	 _	 .:;>	 ..:,}.:H	 .I_,..	 II:.







._	 N'	 q '.	 fi^.	 11'.•'x:`,''.	 _'.	 T ''.•'ll	 .11r^'
i ,.	 ..Ii	 . 6	 1,11:	 '	 '	 ,	 .' :	 ,	 .	 L :^ '	 :•	 ^ :	 '	 ;• .•••. :	 '	 ; ^	 '	 ;	 I	 '	 ^: ;.	 •	 .•	 J
109:	
L.
IF Q. 13T. 14 CI F.	 . AND.	 J. LT. 1 721 P.)_ 	 ._I=•J. ANII. 1 377
110: 1 aS I_ TAMk_ =XLATE 0-37B)
Ili: IF ( J. GT. 1:?^8 .OR.	 _I. LT. 04I:IB)	 A•_1_TAM'_=










Avery common function of computer code is moving a group of
. computer words'from one location to another:
	 Mover has been
d^signed to this function.
It is used as a Fortran callable subroutine; for example, CALL,
MOVER(FRM,FINC,TO,TOINC,NWDS). 	 FRM is the input array, and
FINC is the increment to move through this array.
	 Both zero
and negative values are allowed.	 TO is the receiving array,
K and TOINC is the increment,to add after each store.
	 NWDS is
the total number of words to 'transfer.
v To zero out an array of 100 words:
CALL MOVER(O,O,A,1,100)
'-	 t To move every 10th element of 10 X 10 array into a 10 word array:
CALL MOVER(BIG(1),10,SMALL,1,1.0)
The listing:
SUBPOUT I NE M0VEF.. ( FF..M P F I NC • TD .• TO I N • t^lWDS)
I k NT=-NtJD:•_




O I Nil=TO I NC
A LP:	 MDBP' I 	 I^TR
P ;	 RPMD `' I	 OFTR
A	 MDPP	 I ^'TP	 a
A	 MDAE	 I!INt=:
ARMD	 IFTP
_ a	 h1DHP	 D^ TR
' MDAE	 01 NC
P	 ARMIt	 OPTF
P	 MDAR •' N' X	 I KNT




An identical routine exists on the 1110 which utilizes the
"block transfer" instruction.
	 The use of it is absolutely
u identical.	 A listing follows.
x	 s.4 25
^.. .w ...	 .:.
w
:n..	 .....'^^.sae........':z ..rc.wu...e. a,.'	 ..^i.0	 ti...z..._:...:,:.....F.....a,....e4.	 ,.. 4......:.:.
9P`^"	 ^--^^-.., ..	 v ..v,. F:.r^.aaAr'-'w+^s'^",NSF';9'.°y`.^se^xvz"":'°..';q,",.^:T^'q'. ^+a:'.: vf-^,m T'.s.-v^•.*^n,-,.^ 	 _,..^.:,2,— .x*r..x., r^^v- °^-- ..	 _	 ..
i
f




i CALL MOVERCFROM • INCREMENT FOR FROM ARHAYtTO, INCREMENT FOR TO ARRAY
NUMBER OF WORDS TO TRANSFER,
THIS SLOWER THAN DO-LOOP IF 5 OR _LESS W u Airs TO TRANSFER
r 1	 EXAMPLE
ZSRO 100 WORDS OF THE ARRAY C
	
'	 CALL MOVER ( 0,0rCv1s100)
" 	 .	 MOVE EVERY 10 WORD OF AN ARRAY ACDIMENSION(10 , 1000)) INTO EVERY
	
I	 CONSECUTIVE WORD - OF Bo AND DO THIS FOR 1000 WORDS{ CALL !NOVER(A, 10,5,1, 1000)
AXRS	 -
MOVER* LOU A0• *0 X11
LXI	 A0,*1,X11
Lo  A1P*2,X11
LXT	 Al ^ *3,.X1 1
L	 R1.0*4,X11




A series of routines have been written to assist the user in
interfacing his application software with the Exec 8 file
maintenance software. With these interfaces it is possible
..
	
	 to read from and write directly into program files. The elements
that are thus created may be manipulated with ED and ELT pro=




	 There are three routines in this interface package. With one,
a program is involked on an Exec 8 processor, i.e., @URFILE.
ABSELT namel,name2. The behavior of a program involked is
similar to the ELT processor. The input stream may be an Exec
8 element or the runstream, via the "I" option. Output is
optional but if desired then the second name must be present.
'
	
	 This routine was then sectioned out into two separate routines,
one for reading and one for writing. When using either or both
and then the program is involked in the normal manner for an









Since the involking control card of a processor contains the
.	 file and element names, this information is not required when
calling the entry points of the IF program. However, since
there is no such information on a XQT card, the desired file
name and element name must be passed the reading (or writing)
routine via coded calls within the user program. For reasons
of simplicity of development, it was decided that the file to




into would have the 'name $WRITE. These files must be attached
to the run with an @ASG,AX card and the name of either (or both)
$READ/$WRITE use-attached to the file.
Program IF
Usage is rather simple. There are four entry points to this




CALL- DONE ( $ERR)
The first time either SIREAD or PGMOUT is called, the program
is initialized. This must be done prior-to any read from Unit
S'- the input stream device. The arguments are:
$ERRFo
	
- rtran statement to receive control if an error 	 .
is detected.
$EOF	 Fortran statement to receive control if an End-of-
File is read. Note that this is a dummy	 y
argument in the output routine.
BUFFER This is the image that will be output or the array
to receive is incoming data.
y	
g•FILCHR'- Normall  a 1Hb would be used here. -It was originally
included so that trailing zeros, rather than-
trailing blanks icould be dropped. Its use other
than a word of blanks is not.-encouraged.
SIREAD and PGMOUT read in a 14 word image or write a 14 image.
The image size is variable at assembly time in the routine IF.
The values 14 or'22 _are the only recommended values.
DONE is an entry that must be called when I/O 'is complete to
drain all buffer and update the 'files table of contents.
If a user elects to use the IF interface program, note that the







THIS PROGPRM IS DEIGNED TO HLL'OW P'--FORTRAN-PROGRAM TO BE





GPLL S I RERD (SERR P SEOF • BUFFER • F I LGHR) FOR LNPUT 	 W
r,ND
GALL PiaMOLiT i'IERP P SEOF • BUFFER. F I LGHR? FOR OUTPUT
	 -
PND
CRLL DONE(SERR) FOR CLOSE-OUT
' IF  MRY RLSO BE INITIALIZED  WITH THE FOLLOWING GRLL
GALL BEGINN ($ERR ,, SEOF)
	,i	 THIS CRLL DOE` NOT RERD_ RN IMRGE
TOTALLY , REWRITTEN FOR S I GMR CORP
;SUMMER `15
RLITHOR WRLTER N GOLQU I TT
REG IS TER S USED RND NOT RESTORED PRE THE -" VOLRT I LE ,' SET -
PRINT+-	 PROD"
	 1 •




J'	 Pt,kl•	 PROD	 1.1
	
-
PF	 1 3-PC41 1, 1? • PGi.d (I ^ 1
END
^	 PF	 FORM	 1^•C•ft
BUFLEN	 E0,IJ	 1792	 RN EFFICIENT 1/0 ;SIZE
I MRi;ELENGTH EQU
	
14	 UStR' S F•.EC: I ESQ I NG LENGTH-	 I MP'ORTRN
	
i^	 T ♦ a.+.
	
^	 1
INBL IF	 RE:	 2*BUFLEN	 WHERE INPUT IS  PLPCED
DUTBUF
	















0 X11 SAYE PREPr
PFISPT + 0,__
BGNFL G + 0
LABEL + 115n!11 	 o	 o_ INITIAL 2 IMAGES IN FILE TO BE READ BY










BUFLENZEE a I MRGELENGTH
1
+I i 1 ii+ !,
FCTO + OD
0
+.^ oL)01 tio!I.- !_i
BUFLEN • 0i 0
OUTBUF•OUTBUF+BUFLEN
+I BUFLEN '2A• O
I E!3^ IF Pt RTBL+l ' f,I^	 I_	 !
_ : E'	 hiTTAL.HEL 	 INPU T  NAME
I ELM EOUF P ART BL+•
INFER Ens OF PPRTBL+
'SILOC EQLIF = PgRTBL+1 1 SEE PAR.TBL FORMPT (UP-4144, CHRPTER 9"
S, 0 E+^UF PRRTBL+14 I_i._:E
	 ATTACHED OUTPUT NAME
3UTELM EQUF PRPTBL+1 r;
OLITVER EQUF PRRTBL+2 !7
SOLO EQUF PPRTBL+26
I I EQUF FLAGSR s v l
NO NAME EQLIF FLPUSp •S2
^ 23TARTED EQUF FLAG	 .. ::
^I OPFLG E+?UF FLPG • t S
LOPFLG EQUF FLA!, _ .. _ 5
E, COPFL17, EQUF FLAG a • S
INADDR EQUF FCTI+5
Ii I`NBLIFR E!'DL 1F FCTI+.a.. HE
i t L+vl,l l ELF Fi T I+1 !1
F DELETED EF lIJF FCTI+1 !_l..:_;.}
} 13UTFiDR E#•FUF FCTO+5
f?UTBFR EIDL IF FCTD+Et, • He
I Cb.10 Era 1 IF FCTD*1 ti
lop EQU ' i	 I ' '4
LOP E^;^U 1 ♦.••' c. •' Z' —.. L
QOP EQU 1	 (11z.1-:O',
ELNAM_ EQUF __ PFIPKT+2-
ELVER EQUF PF IPKT+6






'	 OCTAL + 0
LSI !,U Re, 11
Y LR !, XU RE s — r M
DL R s ('000000000000')► 0l" 00000'
MLU R5. A6
SSL R5.,3
DSO R6sa -- 1
J *OCTAL
w
THIS IS THE MAINLINE SECTION FOR INPUT` n
S^IP .^„ i`i•S'tiX11X SHVE X11
SLJ s ONLY 1 T TIME WILL
SLJ INITIALIZE THIS :_LJ BE EXECUTED
RS ALL THESE ►_LEARINGS OF AS FOR RDR=IND
L	 1s 1_I A O,*2 s <,11 ADDR, OF REi_IEVIN ► , BUFFER
SR A0'• INBUFR USERS REcrEVING ADDRESS _:a
TNZ IOPFLG }
J j FILEIN INPUT I.' FROM MASS STORAGE
LX I • i_I R 0 , I NEOF 80 NOW PREP ` ED FOR THE _ CAR D READ
ER READ'£
•_R R02, II_41I R DEEIII'GIN; RID IF BAD PERD
LX I . 0 Hoa o I a
i ' FILOI T —
FILEIN LRsU F+OsFI:TI INPUT F ►=T RDDRE:=S
LMI J X 1'rs	 DF I GET SOURCE DATR FILE INPUT, I RAGE
J
_INERR MSG AND TAKE ERROR RETURN ^.
J- INEOF TAKE EOF RETURN
TP I ►_h1I IS THI:_ R- C=ONTROL IMAGE
._ ! CONTLIMG YES!,	 O :=EE IF OUTPUT IZ-3 ALLOWED `.
TZ DELETED NO. HAS IMAGE BEEN DELETED?
FILEIN "'E	 IT HAS
J TESTRSCI NOT DEL. s NOT LABEL IMAGE `O PRESS ON
CONTL IM5 LA	 = A39  I C411I
DtiL a3:30
. id r SSL ^ hA4. _
_I F ILEINf. TNEs I J R3, 051
._I NOCONT
- THE • U R3-.,042 
SRI R4•RSCi I
T NONRME R LIBEL I MG s B IT ` IS OUTPUT ALLOWED'
r J	
`i FILEIN NO IT ISLA Rot ICWI GET CONTROL WORDS Ail. LctlO USE FOR OUTPUT
LRwl.1 - RO F ►_TO
LM•J ,11 • ':-DFO WRITE OUT THE DELETED LINE
! OUTERR
>J FILEIN GET NEXT IMAGE
3Y
e	 TEST	 I TNT ASOI I DO WE NEED T q CONVERT .
i CNTL NOwRLRERD1•' IN F.D.
LA Rll*v INBUFIR INPUT RDDR
LA RIO-, I ilk, I CONTROL WORD
SS L RJ i.22 4 NOW ASCII WORD COUNT
l ' LA A2%INBUFR OUTPUT BUFFR RDDR ~'
LMJ X 11 • ASC FD CONVERT VIA YS• ROUTINEc
SR. S2 Ail. I GIAII NEW COUNT TO CONTROL IMAGE
I	 C^NTL L^ ^ l 1 ^ ^^•• s^ ; ; 11 R x,11
LA ' At7.ICldi -ETG THE CONTROL WORD
SSL air• L4 MOVE IMAGE COUNT O'YER TO THE RIGHT
FILOUT AU_, RO., INBUFR WHERE TO BEGIN THE FILL
LXI•U Rl.i INCREMENT BY i
` ANR-U RO- IMAGELENGTH HUMBER OF WORDS TO FILL•
SMA A	 . P, i PLACE COMPUTED REPEAT COUNTINT INTO P.1
SZ	 f A3
ILA.- U Rog +3.xii GET THE !_HAR8CTER -TO RE AS ''FILL" CHAR
HT Ri,.+RO ZINNNING!
TNZ LOPFLG L—OPTION IS ON's
5• X l 1 N0. SO RETURN
LA Ali• 4PF	 1 • IMR+=ELEN^TH^ ^^?




i 5r.x,11 AND RETURN TO FORTRAN CALLING PROGRAM.
-ti
HERE WE PREFORM THE OUTPUT FUNCTION,
PGMOL IT^ ^X X 1 4:' V ,1 1 as,^'E GOOD q LE `; l i
,^LJ JUMPS.. Tq $+1	 IF 1 S T PR'S' • OTHEP, ►xi I ti E -
SLJ INITIALIZE THIS I•`3 DONE ONLY IST TIME
LA. U A-O' +L. X i I RDDR OF IMAGE TO OUTPUT
SA RP OUTDFR PLACE INTO THE CONTROL PACKET
LX I. U RP, 01 0 0++I MRGELENGTH
^TZ OCIPFLG OUTPUT PRINT FLA& ON'^ "z
EIR PP,, I NTH
LA A	 R3 • X 1 i WORD OF ' CHARS TO BE DELETED
LR • IJ R i • I MRGELENGTH'
' L:`S' I'• `ELI A 0l. —1 THEE = I X LINES OF REALLY
SNE Al • IMHGELENI- -1 • *RO '	 EXCELLENT CODE WERE DESIGNED
LP 0,1_I A3 --1 BY MESSRS.	 FLO`O'D LIMN.
SP R1.At7 KIRK YRRINH• I AND
Lr^. L1 hl , f + Ai:^ IdALT C^OLnU I TT
L.S,SL RO, 24 I
'Ar 1Rq. ICWO j
Lt3• U RO FC TO RDDR OF OUTPUT FC T
LM._I X i 1. SDFO 06TP^ ^T TO FILE
I' OUTERR
x: LX x11' • svx 11 RESTORE GOOD ` OLE X11
5• X 11 AND RETI IRN TO CALLING -PROGRAM
32
I
HERE FILES ARE CLOSED AND RETURNED TO ORIGINAL _TATU2.
.; THIS SUB—PROGRAM MAY NOT BE AGAIN REFERENCED
DONE* X! i . Sv xl
LA R,O- (J NOMORE) ERROR RETURN
Fi R tj • PGMOUT LOCK OUT ANY MORE CALL:
'b	SR Ara. `' I READ TO 1'H I :_	 '_ UB—PROraRRMS-
M A''r , D.	 ONE i
Tj _. IOPFLG WAS INPUT FROM CARD:
J S+3 YES, SO NO NEED TO CLOSE `_ DF I r
LR• U Aft, FCTI CLOSE INPUT
LMJ d1 IDFIC
LA. U At . FCTO CLOSE OUTPUT
LP A1,NONAME




DL p o. _ O FILE NAME FOR PF I S PACKET
DS: RO,PFIPKT
PL RO OUTELM
DL A2, OU TVER
DL. RQi INELM Y
DL Ate• INVER ,.




`Alf. _:LOT SECTOR SIZE OF THE ELEMENT
_	




:.	 FINOFF	 LMJ -X11,PO'3TPR CLOSE AND PROPERLY RELEASE FILES
FINALERP
.-









INITIALIZATION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT OCCURS HERE
INITIALIZE •
p,
TZ STARTED HERE BEFORE?—	 -
J *-s-2 YES
LR9 U ADO+ 1
SIR A 0 a S TRR TED
*	 LMJ
90HER
1 i •PREPRM OPEN THE FILE'_
J FATAL ERROR — CAN'T OPEN
LR all. PRRTRL OPTION LETTER MASK
TEPsU A^:i.•LOP
SR R1•LOPFLu
TEP • U R O OOP -0- OPT ION 7N'?SR R 1.00PFLG YES q SO SET FLAG 	 TO 'ON
' rt TERM ^_I Ap I OP IS THE I OPTION ON?
M J IOPON YES





L 4 i, 	 1 00.%PRRTBL+10
V .Sl AO.PFIPKT+'?
i D ROz 3I NO 'SO MUST BUILD THE FOTI}
b:,- AO•FGTI
-





A i1.	 TL . F i=	 I
LPI.J Xl 1 • SDFIO OPEN INPUT FILE
-0 1 FTO
LR•U Afi+Fi_TI
LM J - X i 1 • SDF I != ET I!`^ I TAI_ LAPEL	 IMAGE
JI IMERR ItIPUT READING ERROR
J INEOF EOF AT THE VERY BEGINNING
LFji R^lo IcWI GET ,CONTROL WORD -
_. SRI PO-.1RSCI I STORE AWRY ht_ i1I I 'FLAT,




•_^ ^  N^1sTLRb
Tt 'q ti-IH	 := 0 FIELD NAMED?
J I PON+c YES BUILD FC:TO
i LP RO• (ER ERRS) P40 .10	 OUTPUT,PREVENT
Rdl•POMOUT






I OPC)n L Rog i
SA AOR IOPFLla
DL Po 'So
D3 P Qo Ft_TO
`
Ltd, U P0, LHREL+l
:_fit At► •OUTBFR
.' L^ Atl, LABEL
CFA A ^] • I t,J,^Ip	 `:-
L ,^ fU Alai, SO	 -
-
a ER _ PF(dL
SA Pi' OUTPDR
.; } Rl , TXTPDR
Lh?, U all, F+_ TO
TNZ NONAME
LM•_t	 _I	 X 11, S DFOO	 OPEN OUTPUT VIP SDFOD
LR U R0* FC TOk
L4- A I a NONRME
_- JNZ P19EXIT
LMJ X 11, SDFO	 WRITE THE LABEL IMAGE NEEDED BY S I RP M
FTWL
EXIT'	 -`_ L;,4. X1I, sv"ell i
TNZ BGNFLG	
-:J *INITIALIZE'




_	 -X I I BGNFLG
. _t
INITIALIZE+:
THE ERROR HANDLING IS HANDLED IN THIS SECTION
t ' OUTERR LX Xi 1 ?,VX 1 1
PR I NT OUTERMS i',
-
J 0 X11
INERR LX XI1, 17'Yxl I	 r
PRINT INERRMSG
J 0,r i1




A FINPLERR PRINT DMEk
L':^ :	 _ X1 I • ' V r:1 i











tFTWL SLJ O I^TAL






NOCONT PP 114T CRNTOONT
ER: ERRS	 _
.	 NDISTLAD PRINT FI	 TLAP
ETr ERR
MESSAGE STACK
M. C^ i "* I F♦ ERROR RERD I N6 FROM THE INPUT  FILE''
IMERRMSG PCW M;,Gi
'	 M G2 ^I F+ ERROR WRI LE 14R I T I NG TO OUTPUT FILE'
Q,'JTERMSG PCW M_:6
r;
M'^I ►^3 : +I F+ FI NAL WP I TE HAIi AN ERROR'
ILSTMS6 Pr rd msl;;,
imSG4 .• t IFs EPROR IN CLOSING FILE.;"
DNER p r-Wl m.3G
G5 +IFS THE INTERFACE SUBPROGRAM MAY NOT BE CALLED-
AGAIN AFTER i_ALLING "DONE"
NDTRGN PCIAI MS 131
Ms1'a6 •' ♦ I F*- FR I LED TO I N I TALLY OPEN. VIA PREPRM`
NO TRT Pr= I.J M:, ►',r_;
MS6 f +-I F* FAILED TO OPEN INPUT FILE . ELEMENT '
.	 ' TI RES 2
NOOPEN PCW MS11
MS^ IC,a '*IF*- FRILED TO WRITE INT't • IAL LABEL IMAGE'	
n
SIT2 RES 2
NOLREEL Pi_ lki M: _3
-' +I F+• INPUT ELEMENT IS NOT SYMBOLIC'
I•sIRNGTYPE P)_ !k1 M ~G' ^
MS, G,1ia '*IF*- i':RN'-''T HANDLE CONTIN1JaTI0N 	 IMAGE=: ,'	 Y
CRNTCONT PCW M-1361 0
P1	 ^C1 i "'+►IFS ELEMENT FORMAT ERROR-I ST 'IMG IS NOT 4 LA BEL IMAGE'
FIR ::, TLAB PC61 MSG 
END
36
..^.,.	 v .. _	 ..ate.•...-:...a.._....

:t READALL
.{ THIS FORTRPN CPLLRBLE .SUBROUTINE MILL RERD IN PLL OF
.! RN ELEMENT FROM a FILE WHICH HR_ THE 'II `_E' RTTPCHED
.^ NPME OF ''SRERDS'. PLL IMR ►=E'_ PRE EXPECTED TO BE 14 WDti
` LONG. THROUGH RN PSSEMBLY TIME PA'RPMETER	 -
CONTRACTOR: 	 sr5mR i_ORPORPTION
AUTHOR:	 WALTER N i-OLIDUITT
DR E	 'SPRING 1975
.	 ` I FpRTRPN LINKING SEQUENCE
i	 FIRST: .USE SP..ERDRUR-FILE-NAME
	 '?	 OR VIP NERTR.RN :-
OR JUST
  RN 41 U SE  $READ • UR-FILE-NRME PRIOR. TO
INVOLk ING THE PROGRAM
THEN:IN THE EXE ►_UTPELE _:ODE:
r_ RLL RERDRL (' EN' • '' ` r' N'` • BUFFED ., KPDKNT ti
NOTE	 "EN"	 't•	 •'VN'`	 RRE	 12	 i_:HRP:- r.`	 (kIORD:=:)	 LONE
' EN' : 12 C HRR ELEMENT NRME THPT I` TO BE RERD
•' VN'' : 12 CHRR 'tip ER S ION-214DS OF ZEB'D PLLOW PNY VEPs I ON
BUFFER: THE PREP TO RELIEVE THE 14 WORD CRPD IMRGES




THE LINE-PT-R-TIME ENTRIES PRE
CRLL BEGIN(- EN' ^ `VN'') 	 _ ^'N=01) OR :^	 i).p @ 0	 TIME )	 iviILL CPU.*E4 -	 VERSION NRME TO . BE IGNORED
►_ PLL GETS_ RD (BLIF !, SEOF) 
CALL END
A.
F NEPPLY PLL OF THIS LODE WPS DEVELOPRI) FROM THE INTER.FRCE
PROGRPM CALLED	 IF'
r _
PP•.INT+	 PROs	 1•^	 THESE F'ROCS STOLEN FROM PREPFM
' LH Pf7•PRINT(111)









$-Pcl.kl (11, 1) 9 PCW (1!, 1
END
P F FORM la!,69, Is
'IMPISELENGTH EQU 14	 USERS RECIEVINO LENGTH
BUFLEN EQU 217%-
I NBUF RE -':3 2*BUFLEN
;-LRGS RE 1
-3 .?^ 11 R.E. I
Fr-, TI
:








PFSPKT USE-ATTACHED FILE NAME












FL.FtGWORD EQ U PFSPKT+5
VERNRME E LP 11 PFSPKT+6
TEXTRDDR EQU PFZI-*Pk:T+l 0
1)	 '.SKFirlDR EQU FCTI+5
r LIPERDDR EQUF FCTT+8,PH2
I ^ tkl I EQU FCTI+10
DEL IMRGE EOUF I Chi 1.,	 4
R-SCIBIT EQLIF FLAG-., R'Sl






r Sz as ALLOW FORTRAN	 :RDR=IMD::
BUILD THE PF S PACKET
DL 13ET ELEMENT NAME
DS RO, EL.EMNAME . PLACE INTO PACKET t
DL A iJ,'+1 , X1 I VERSION NAME








 BLEAR CARD COUNT
BEG IMN THE SER 'RC.W THR.0 THE TOl'
PFS LA• U RQ a PFSPKT LOOK FOR ONE
ER PF'
' T` a`




NOW BUILD THE INPUT FGT AND INITIALIZE INPUT
ER RO TEXTADPR. ETERNAL DEVICE ADDRE S _AA R0 p D I SKRDDR TO THE 1/0 PACKET
TZ ONELINE
J 34XII
LR• U Ro	 2, X 11 CORE LOCATION
:_.R A0 --'0PERDDR INTO THE PACKET
OPEN
-	 I LR U A ►7,FCTI
LMJ X11 .•SDFI0
` J OPENERR
LR,U R0 , FCTI










. -GET I MAGES R ONE AT A T IME P AND STORE ` AWAY AT FULL LENGTH
KETONE LA -:U a i7. Fi_ T I
LMJ ^ 11 • `SDF IU RERDERR
J EOF ELEMENT NOW FULLY READ IN
TN Icu r DID WE READ A CONTR OL
 IMAGE
`l CHECK M0• 0 uq Dq REGULAR THING
,; LA Ro l ICI,}I GET THE CNTL WORD FOR THIS IMAGE
D SL a O.9 3 11 TYPE OF CONTROL _IMAGE TO ;
S S L R111 6 YRLUE OF SWITCH TO :31 OF NEXT N.-REE
TNE• U	 _ 80-051
t
-ER ABORTc
TNE: U PO, 042 IS THIS, AN RS I I /FD sWIT+_H'r
SP R1•RSt=I P IT YES, IT II GETONE
SKIP IF IMAGE MARKED AS DELETED
CHECK Z DELIMRGE
GETONE..
CONVERT TO FIELDRTR IF IN A:t:II MODE
R TNT t_ i_ I B I T ARE WE I Pi R=:c I I MODE'r
1 .l PAS I MG NO.
Lhl ` 41 ,ORERDDR
LA'' Ro. I Clxl I
*SL AO-.i2
LM.J X I I R:S FD
`?R.q 3,2 80, Ii_hli
BLANK FILL IMAGE IF NEEDED
FAs I MG LA A 0 , I C. W I
RU R,09- i_ORER.DDR
LXI-U al 0 l
r►NA•U AO• IMAGELENGTH
., :MA aOaP,i
LA. ►_t ail. BLANK
R:1r^*po
LX	 :.,11•s x,11E TZ ONELINE
LR RI•+W'3•XI1 -
` RR, Ul At • 1
SP - A1..+:3.,;11
LA A te. C.OREADDR
t Fi • U - A 0 .1 MFIGELENCrTH




ALL IMAGES HRYE BEEN READ IN•sq
 CLOSE OUT








LR.11 R il+ 1
SR	 _	
I
Fl, , ONEL I NE i
J REFtDAL+:3
.	 EXIT Sz ONELINE
Sz STARTED
LR R09 0 EOF)
SR R .GETONE+:3
LAip ,U Fl




L, 11 9 :;x,11
- i 1	 :	 11 _	 TEOF RETURN
(LOSE OUTPUT AND CLEAR ONE—LINE ;FLAG._;
END* TNZ ONELINE -
.J 1 a ;;1 1
z ONEL LNE:3 :STARTED
LP R0.40  EOF)
_ 7A Fl i,,	 ETONE+:3
LH U Fir, •FCTI
LM•J XI 1 a SDFIC
LR Aga• SX 11 t
J 1,AU
RETI, PN THE - NEXT CARD IMAGE
rETCPD*• TNZ ONELINE
EFL EPPS
_..: LR U RtJ. ♦t), X l 1
,..:, SA, R0- COREMDDR



















MS GI ,. FR I LED ON ATTEMPT TO OPEN 1/0,'




MlSr52 `' A FATRL RERD- ERROR HAS:: OCCURED-ABORT I NG" -
FATALREADERF Pchl 
LOOKE-RR , PRINTN ttlOF I ND
DL a 0 • PF PKT+2i DS ADa E
_ DL' RO.o PFSPKT+6
PRINT IDI7
ER! ERRS






I D I T	 PCIJ MSG:11
M	 G3
	 'NO , -. ELEMENT OF REQUIRED NAMEf I /O ERROR • OR •" ^ • 'SPERD "' " NOT ATTACHED'
t4OLRBEL PRINT NOLAB
:. ER ERRS
M`_ G4 "ELEMENT NOT PR OPERLY FORMPTTED-ABORTING "
"	 . NOLRB PCI.) M` G4
ERPAMEs PRINT OUCH
ER ERRS
M y PISGa5 °'CIRN"' T HAVE ALL-AT--ONCE AND LINE-PT-A-TIME OPEN `_ IMULTRNEOUS7:LY-`





'B ti l^)	 1=1:^ R^'
THIN FORTRAN CALLABLE SUBROUTINE WILL WRITE OUT TO AN EXEC 8
PROGRAM FILE AN ELEMENT + E I THEP•. ALL AT ONCE ORb, ONE LINE—PT—A—TIME.
IMAGES TO BE WRITTEN OUT MUST BE 14 WORD`_ --6UNG AND BLANK
i FILLED OUT TO THE RIGHT• IF NECESSARY
IN THE WRITE IT ALL OUT ftT ONCE MODE THE NUMBER OF IMAGES TO
BE WRITTEN MUST BE PASSED TO THIS ROUTINE
CONTRAOTOR=	 SLvMA CORP





FIRST: ;sP9USE SWRITE•IJR—FILE—NRME	 OR v A NERTRN„
THEN IN THE EXECUTRBLE CODE
_ALL IAIRTALL (; ••• EN' , r VN', BLIF...—OF—CFfRDS)
WHERE
"EN"I'S TO RE THE ELEMENT NAME
: VR" WILL BE THE VERS ION  NAME; 0 IS THE :_ A M E AS BLANKS:
NOTE THAT EN AND VN _PRE TWO l-'2) WORD ITEM'=;
•
FOR THE LIh3E AT— A—TIME METHOD
j
CALL START (— EN' • VN
r






PRINT+ P1?OC 1 •
LR a0sP,RINT (1.1)_
ER PR I NT's
END
pCw+• PROC I	 1
PF 1+ S -PCW t:1	 1	 PCW (1	 1)	 :.
x END




^$x 11 '	 _ RES i
REGSAY RED` ;?
FLAGS + it
FCTQ + ' SWR I TE'
0
+ 000100 0	 0
+ BUFLEN• 0
+ 0
' + OUTBUFP OUTBUF+BUFLEN
+ BUFLENz28P O
1:0
t	 1 a 0Y ,}
0
LABEL, + 05001 :3O. o
+ `* DFFWO'





MASK + 01 777 0010137777777700











DL R3- ('000 0 '00000000')O li hli Ll
I LU R2' F1
ME.:
.JUD R 11' s-




































R	 R • FOTO+S=
SA t h • RFTPk'T+1 0
LRP U R^ P LRBEL+1	 -
'
SR 11410tFCTO +t?9 PHA
LR R`t7• LRPEL -





LR• U  RO%FCTOI .
LMJ Xfi•SDFO
OUTERR
Lei X' 11 * SX 11`
TZ :ti INGLE
J 3PxI i
LP Rq • I MNGERDR
L R7, CPRDKNT
a ^- fit= D `
^,NXTLNE SR R6 • FC TO+8 * . H
LIP RIP	 . ,
LI !-U Rl * IMFiGELENGTH
	 -
L IPXU R09-1
ti ^E R 1 • I MRGELENGTH- 1 a *R 0
4_Rl X1•80	 ..




LMJ X11 P SDFO
J OUTERF
LX *11. 1:x; 1 i
Tom' _ SINGLE	 jj 2•i; i 1
AR RU Fib+ • I MRt_ ELENGTH
1-D J aD R . NXTLNE
LRPU F O.gFt_TO
	 3
' LMJ "11• _ DFOt1
J CUTERRLH H09 FCTO+S











,, J PP I RRD
47
RETURN L< X I-1 !,SX I T
TMZ •=INGLE
_Z INI LE ^-
I ' X 21 -_-
.., DL R6 • REGSPY
_I
5.XI1
•.	 F?UTCRD* TNZ S, I NGLE
J l GTPEAD'r'
s	 - H.,
LR. U a cf.
	
11
Rix FCTO+` • • H',x.. 11•:a11'.
J NXTLNE+.1 .







.- SP H2 R3, C:HARC Hk:' -
MCHRRC:HK	 +	 is 7
LRaU R5,1i
J, 





y ,JNP M49 P STBLKS\
r .JhD R5 • _112 _	 y
J *CHARC:Hk:
!P-STBLKS TE, Ll F410 , u 05
_I NOTFINE
z RO
LDS L R i_i . r
LML AI• r",





N13TPERDY PRINT NO START
ER ERR:
M C,0 `C- Fill •"PLITr:RD" DR ''FINIS
	 UNLESS sT-RP•.T HRH BEEN CRLLED'
NO TRRT PC-41 M:_i;ii
BU„y PRINT NOTEOTE+
L ER ERRS


















MSA '' F ► TRL	 1/0 ERROR HAS OCCURED-RBORT I NG `'
IDERR Pcw M + ?
PFIBRD
4 S3 J Oi_ TRL
b




MS34' •'PFIS(NRME TO TOC) FPILED-CONTINUING-STRTUS l,IWV
:. X =R .






`' I LLEGRL C HRRFICTER IN R NRME''






This multiple key sort is Batcher's sort from Kunth's Volume
' III. The calling sequence is:
CALL BATCHR(DATA,LNG,NUM,KEY,KEYLNG)
} DATA	 A 2-D array of records to be sorted.
LNG	 _	 The length (in words) of each record.
NUM	 The number of records in the array.
t Note this means that DATA is dimensioned as follows:
DIMENSION DATA (LNG,NUM).
KEY	 A singlely dimensional array that contains from
major to minor order the-relative word positions
,. of the keys within the record.
	 Note that all
values in the array KEY must be between 1 and
LNG.
ry
KEYLNG	 The size (in words) of the array KEY.
Examp:;:	 To sort an array of 100 records, each 13 words long
when the major key is word #12 and the minor key is word #2,'










BATCHER ( ADAGE VERSION)
S 6EPOUT I NE BATS_ HP.	 (DATA • LNG w NUM • K: Y, K:EYLNG)
IMPLICIT  INTEGER (A—Z)
DIMENti'ION DHTti(LNt;•Nl—lM) •	 k:E'r'(kE'rLNC)
IF (NUM. LT. 2) RETURN




















r GOTO 403$ CONTINUE
DO 39 J=1 +LNi;
TMP=DATA Q. IP1)
DATA Q• IP1) =DATA <J EY.P)
DATA r;, . EXP) =TM.P
9 CONTIN!E
40 OONTI NUE













.' 1. Anon, "Communication Control Subroutines."	 (Private Docu-
ment).
2. Knuth, D. E., "The Art of Computer Programming," 	 Volume 3
Sorting and Searching. 	 Addison-Westley.	 1973.
r.	 4 3.	 ! Anon, "NUK 111100-AGS Attachment Software, Summary of Adage
Modifications, Revision A." 	 Adage Incorporated.
Y 4. Anon, "Univac 1100 Assembler, UP4040R4."
-	 5. Anon, "Univac PRM, UP-4144R3."	 Chapters 9 and 24.
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